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Luminist Capital - Option Overlays 

Luminist Capital uses option overlays to provide protection against portfolio losses. An option overlay is a combination of options 
layered on top of a core investment. Luminist Capital applies option overlays to ETFs in several of our strategies: 

Code Name 

AY  Alternative Yield 

RW Risk Wrap 

OPO Option Protected Overlay 

EPMP Enhanced Protected Market Participation 

UPMP Ultra Protected Market Participation 

 
While each of these strategies use option overlays differently, they share a common trait: defined risk. That means potential losses are 
always capped. The example below shows how our option overlays work compared to a single stock position.  

 

 

 

 

 

   

Figure 1 

An investor buys 1,000 shares of SPY, the SPDR S&P500 ETF at $240 per share: 

 

The payoff graph above shows the profit and loss at different prices for SPY. As the share price increases, profit increases. As the 

share price falls, profit falls. The payoff is symmetrical, meaning the amount of profit made when the stock rises $20/share is 

equal in magnitude to the loss when the stock falls $20/share. 
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  Figure 2 

1,000 shares of SPY with Luminist’s OPO option overlay compared to 1,000 shares of SPY 

 

Option Overlay = Insurance Protection 

The option overlay works as an insurance policy works. While there is some exposure to loss, the insurance kicks in at a predefined 

level, eliminating the potential for further losses. The insurance is paid for by forgoing some participation in a market rally. Essentially, 

the cost of the insurance protection depends on how the market performs. When the market performs as expected, either slightly 

positive or negative, the option overlay is actually a net benefit and adds to performance. When the market is down significantly, the 

option overlay prevents a catastrophic loss. When the market is up substantially, the option overlay results in some 

underperformance but does not cap potential gains. With an option overlay, the payoff is not symmetrical. In the example below, a 

$20/share move up results in a gain of $17,000 while a $20/share move down results in a loss of $7,000. 

SPY Share Price Price Change 
Change in value of 
1,000 Shares SPY 

1,000 Shares SPY + 
Option Overlay 

Result 

$210 -13% $                (30,000) $             (7,000)  

$220 -8% $                (20,000) $             (7,000) Losses are capped 

$230 -4% $                (10,000) $             (7,000)  

$240 0% $                            - $               1,000 Profit even when the market is flat 

$250 4% $                   10,000 $               7,000  

$260 8% $                   20,000 $             17,000 Participation with some underperformance 

$270 13% $                   30,000 $             27,000  

 
Important Disclosure 
For example purposes only. The actual cost and value of an option overlay may differ from the example and will fluctuate with market conditions. The 
example does not include the consideration of fees or commissions. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.  Results will vary among client 
accounts. The actual return and value of an account will fluctuate and at any point in time could be worth more or less than the amount invested. 
Luminist Capital’s advisory fees are described in Part 2A of its Form ADV. The actual advisory fee may vary among clients with the same investment 
strategy. A fee schedule is available upon request. SPY is the ticker symbol for the SPDR® S&P 500® ETF Trust which seeks to provide investment 
results that, before expenses, correspond generally to the price and yield performance of the S&P 500® Index. The S&P 500 is an American stock 
market index based on the market capitalization of 500 large companies with common stock listed on the NYSE or NASDAQ exchanges.  

 


